Visualy Appealing Style
Brooklyn Painters is a unique company that prizes customer service and
relationships with clients as much as it values creating beautiful spaces and
places. We are in the business of fair priced, highly appealing upgrades and
exceptional decor. Along with best approaches to increase appearance our
decorators’ service can alter the design or detail the condition of surfaces to
be painted for a distinctive, impressive overall look. In addition we can provide
timeless, sophisticated colors selection guaranteed to turn ordinary into
extraordinary.

In love with a shade?
We are experts at layering highlighting and shading hues of color that add the
coordinated interest of beautiful faux painting. As house painters we make painting
a home quicker and easier process providing maximum aesthetic appeal. We add
statement essentials to homes, businesses and real estate properties with modern
design factors that liven ambiance and perception of residential and commercial
spaces.

Brooklyn Painters

Excellence is the mark of distinction at Brooklyn Painters. From the incomparable
expertise of our professionals to the superior quality of our paints and materials, we
offer consummate service that epitomizes our preeminence in the field.

With more than 20 years experience, we have earned our reputation for
exemplary results. A full-service contractor offering the finest in residential and
commercial painting, Brooklyn Painters is peerless in our attention to detail. We
work in consultation with our clients to provide personalized services that include
everything from paint preparation and plastering to decorative finishes and
carpentry, striving to fulfill our clients’ individual needs and to adhere to their
design aesthetics. Call us any time of day or evening; we are always attentive to
our clients. Whether designing faux painting to enhance the elegance of a
home’s interior, for instance, or undertaking the renovation of an expansive
commercial property, we regard the invitation to work in our clients’ homes and
businesses as a sacred trust. As such, we offer integrity and unfailing politeness
along with a strong work ethic. This ensures that every aspect of the job is
completed to our high standards, on time and in a meticulously clean manner.
As a result, our clients turn to us repeatedly for all their painting needs.

Interior Painting

We are Brooklyn painters that are interior painting specialists with many years of
experience providing quality and professional interior painting. Ensuring that your
home looks and feels its best is important to us. Our projects are accomplished
through furnishing the required care and attention to detail in order to provide
lasting and appealing results. Good quality interior painting begins with selecting
premium grade materials and the skillful workmanship thorough the processes that
provide it. There is no other interior painting contractor that will give you the
options that we will. All options come with our premium painting skills and our
extensive knowledge allowing us to deliver the best paint job for your money.

Exterior Painting

Befitting the high regard we hold for each home and business we service, Brooklyn
Painters executes exterior painting that lends an aura of prestige to any edifice.
Our emphasis on superlative workmanship begins with preparation. Initially
undertaking a thorough evaluation of the exterior of a home or business, our worldclass contractors erect scaffolding or ladders to assess areas necessitating special
attention. Once noted, our professional team repairs all damage, from rotted
wood to loose shingles. Only then does Brooklyn Painters employ a combination of
hand painting and spray painting to provide peerless exterior painting. The results
lend credence to our reputation for minute attention to detail, making Brooklyn
Painters the prime choice of discerning clients.
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